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E
ncounters with the Botanical has 

been created in collaboration 

with Pedagogy with the Botanical, 

an initiative that explores frameworks 

for learning about plants. The use of 

plants by Raja Ravi varma presents 

a rich context to understand the 

botanical presence in indian 

art and design.
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introduction

B
otanical motifs are seen across a range 

of Raja Ravi varma’s works. He used 

plants extensively and in myriad ways 

in his paintings – as elements within the main 

subject matter of his paintings, as a part of the 

environments he depicted, and as decoration 

and ornamentation worn by the women he 

frequently portrayed.

While some of his paintings directly allude to 

plants through their titles such as Lady With a 

Fruit and Nair Lady Adorning Her Hair, many 

of his works depicting women include the 

presence of botanical motifs in various ways. 

Women are seen adorned with floral jewellery 

and hair decoration, such as in Shakuntala and 

her Companions and Maharani Lakshmi Bai; in 

scenes where they are surrounded by plants 

as in The Swan Messenger; and in gestures of 

courtship such as in Stolen Interview and Radha 

and Krishna.

varma also painted portraits of men where plants 

are part of the theme. These include Maharaja 

Raj Singh and Sir George Moore where he depicts 

them sporting flowers on the lapel or in the 

hand; or in works where he used plants as part 

of the background like in Khedda Operation, and 

especially in many of the mythological narratives 

he portrayed that occurred in indian forests such 

as Ravan Carrying off Sita and Opposed by Jatayu 

and Shakuntala Writing a Love Letter.

Different types of foliage can be seen in the 

landscapes he portrayed in everyday life as 

well as specific events, such as Grass Cutter 

by the Ferry. Plants are also seen within the 

built environments he painted, including the 

interiors of the private upper class residential 

homes depicted through many of the portraits 

he was commissioned to create, for example, 

Ramachandra Tondaiman in Durbar, Yuvaraj 

Kanteerava Narasimharaja Wadiyar in Hunting 

Dress and The Maharaja of Travancore welcoming 

the Duke of Buckingham and Chandos on his 

official visit to Trivandrum. Thus, various objects 

and scenarios enable an encounter with the 

botanical through Raja Ravi varma’s works. 

a puja tray, a basket in hand, hair adornments, 

garlands, entrance decorations, jewellery, the 

surrounding environment and the narrative 

itself – all these form receptacles for the 

manifestation of a range of botanical motifs in 

his paintings. varma portrayed real plants as 

well as plant representations but like all great 

artists, was unfettered in his pursuit of artistic 

liberties.

in scenarios from the scriptures, and on 

ornamentation worn by the aristocracy and 

royalty that he painted, much of the gold and 

silver jewellery, inlaid with gems and semi-

precious stones, exhibit detailed craftsmanship 

involving intricate floral arrangements and 

patterns – for example, Yashoda Ornamenting 

Balakrishnan, H.H. Janaki Subbama Bai Sahib, 

Rani of Pudukkottai and The Raja and Rani of 

Kurupum. 

in Varasiyar at the Bathing Ghat, architectural 

details in the background show a five-petal 

flower motif. varma also used parts of plants 

such as flowers and seeds to produce coloured 

pigments for his paints. However, this guide 

focuses on depiction of real plants by the artist. 

it does not explore his plant representations 

(such as those seen in gold and gem jewellery 

and architecture), nor delves into his use of real 

plants to obtain paint colour.
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Kadambari

One of the most beautiful works of Ravi 
varma; Kadambari playing the sitar is an 
iconic portrayal. While the colour white 
stands for purity and innocence, white 
lilies in certain parts are associated with 
mourning. Given the artist’s propensity to 
weave romance and tragedy in his works, 
it’s possible the recital is for a beloved 
one, not necessarily departed but absent 
in the scenario. 

Amaryllis
white Lily

Common name: White Lily
Scientific name: amaryllis belladonna

Plant family: amaryllidaceae
Type of plant: Seasonal shrub
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Ashoka tree

Common name: ashoka tree
Scientific name: Saraca indica

Plant family: Fabaceae
Type of plant: Perennial tree

sita in Ashoka Grove

The defeated look on the captive 
Sita’s face in contrast to the glee on 
the demonesses visage is surreal, yet, 
Ravi varma’s creative imagination is 
overflowing with his portrayal of the 
ashoka tree, which significantly is found 
in palaces and large compounds.
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Banana tree

Common name: Banana
Scientific name: musa spp*

Plant family: musaceae
Type of plant: Perennial

the swan Messenger

Part of the immensely popular Nala-
Damayanti series which borders on 
romance and tragedy in equal measure, 
Ravi varma’s depiction of the banana tree 
amongst other plants in the background 
adds a touch of home and comfort to the 
work.

*spp - is the notation used when the identification 

of a specific species is not possible
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chrysanthemum

Common name: Chrysanthemum
Scientific name: Chrysanthemum spp*

Plant family: asteraceae
Type of plant: Perennial herbs

radha waiting for 
Krishna

Chrysanthemums are typically associated 
with joy and optimism; while the setting 
is sedate and Radha is pensive, Ravi 
varma cleverly uses chrysanthemums to 
depict the pangs of separation and the 
yearning for a possible, quick reunion.

*spp - is the notation used when the identification 

of a specific species is not possible
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cow Parsnip

Common name: Cow Parsnip
Scientific name: Heracleum maximum

Plant family: apiaceae
Type of plant: Perennial shrub

Vishwamitra Menaka

The genius of the artist comes to the fore 
in this work, only if we look deep into 
surroundings; portraying the austere 
vishwamitra’s rigid penance and the 
bewitching beauty of menaka to break his 
vow, Ravi varma stunningly incorporates 
the cow parsnip plant, which incidentally 
causes blisters or rash on contact with the 
skin which becomes significant given the 
sage’s naked penance.
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Keechaka and 
sairandhri

a scene of disarray, disruption and 
despair; brilliantly conceived, the artist 
keeps out the flowers from the painting, 
instead focusing on fruits. Though not 
plentiful, the fig, grapes, and pear fallen 
on the floor evoke scenes of possible 
seduction/entrapment with fig being 
considered an aphrodisiac.

Fig

Common name: Fig
Scientific name: Ficus Carica

Plant family: moraaceae
Type of plant: Perennial tree
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Frangipani

Common name: Frangipani
Scientific name: Plumeria spp*

Plant family: apocynaceae
Type of plant: Perennial tree

saraswati

One of the most iconic, revered and 
worshipped images of Raja Ravi varma 
– Goddess Saraswati, the fountain and 
bestower of knowledge, has been made 
pristine with the choice of flowers. 
Chrysanthemums, frangipani, hibiscus 
have been depicted giving it a reverential 
touch.

*spp - is the notation used when the identification 

of a specific species is not possible
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Grapes

Common name: Grapes
Scientific name: vitis vinifera

Plant family: vitaceae
Type of plant: Perennial climber

radha in Kunjavan

Radha’s expectant visage in anticipation 
of Krishna’s arrival is captivating. 
Yet the inclusion of a plate filled with 
fruits, particularly grapes, which has 
always been associated with love and 
seduction gives it an unique touch. 
Significantly, the artist has captured the 
scene amidst foliage of grape vines.
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shakuntala sakhi

The beauty of the youthful Shakuntala 
notwithstanding, the artist’s depiction 
of the jasmine – as a garland and around 
her hair – is enthralling. a pair of lillies 
nearby lends a special touch to what is 
quintessentially an ashram scene.

Jasmine

Common name: Jasmine
Scientific name: Jasminum officinale

Plant family: Oleaceae
Type of plant: Perennial climber
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rama Breaks the sacred 
Bow of siva as King 
Janak Looks on

marking the act of betrothal and winning 
the bride a unique touch, Ravi varma 
uses jasmine, a favoured flower amongst 
women, to decorate Lord Rama’s bow. 
The scattered flowers and petals at his 
feet signify his act of completing the 
mighty task of stringing and breaking the 
bow.

Jasmine

Common name: Jasmine
Scientific name: Jasminum officinale

Plant family: Oleaceae
Type of plant: Perennial climber
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Damayanti and 
hamsam

Seemingly enraptured by the tales of 
Nala by the swan, Damayanti is lost in 
her reverie, yet the artist gives the work 
an aesthetic touch with his imperceptible 
depiction of two quaint lotuses, in the 
pond at the palace. Though not in full 
bloom, it holds its place in the work.

Lotus

Common name: Lotus
Scientific name: Nelumbo Nucifera

Plant family: Neelambonaceae
Type of plant: Perennial aquatic herb
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Yuvraj Kanteerava 
narasimharaja 
wadiyar

The portrait of the mysore Royalty in 
fashionable Western gear is striking from 
the attire, shoes, to the dog, a St. Bernard, 
a beautiful specimen. very subtly, Ravi 
varma has added the morning glory as an 
element to enhance the image apart from 
the potted plant. Here the morning glory 
is the purple variety.

Morning 
Glory

Common name: morning Glory
Scientific name: ipomoea spp*
Plant family: Convolvulaceae

Type of plant: Seasonal climber

*spp - is the notation used when the identification 

of a specific species is not possible
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shakuntala removing 
thorn from her Foot

The breathtaking beauty of Shakuntala 
has been captured vividly by the artist 
in this magnificent work. Tales of 
Shakuntala, who grew up in sage Kanva’s 
ashram and her subsequent poignant love 
story revolving around King Dushyant is 
part of folklore. it is Ravi varma’s keen 
sense of perception that has him depict 
the main subject with a thin garland of 
night flowering jasmine (parijata), which 
itself stems from the story of princess 
Parijataka, whose love story is also tragic.

night-flowering
JAsmine

Common name: Night-flowering Jasmine
Scientific name: Nyctanthes arbor-tristes

Plant family: Oleaceae
Type of plant: Perennial shrub
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rose

Common name: Rose
Scientific name: Rosa spp*

Plant family: Rosaceae
Type of plant: Perennial shrub

stolen interview

The scene unravels before the viewer’s 
eyes in simple, yet stirring fashion: it’s 
courtship at its very best. The male 
subject is seeking acceptance while the 
woman, holding the rose – the popular 
flower of love and romance – ostensibly 
given by the man, mulls over the 
proposal. That single flower speaks a 
thousand words.

*spp - is the notation used when the identification 

of a specific species is not possible
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Botanical Verification

Dr. Rengaian Ganesan

PhD, Botany

is a Fellow at the Suri Sehgal Centre for 
Biodiversity and Conservation and is 
with the ashoka Trust for Research in 
Ecology and the Environment (aTREE) in 
Bangalore. Dr. Ganesan received his Ph.D. 
in Botany in 2001, from the University 
of madras, Chennai, india. He has vast 
experience in plant taxonomy and ecology 
and has authored prominent works in the 
field. 

Dr. Shefali Sabharanjak

PhD, Cell Biology

an alumnus of the National Center for 
Biological Sciences, Bangalore, she has 
published six research papers on various 
topics. Dr. Shefali has had extensive 
exposure to modern biology during the 
course of her doctoral research. She is a 
freelance science consultant, researcher 
and a scientific content specialist. 

Prof. Madhav a Pendse

Botany

He has four decades of experience in 
teaching Botany at the Sir Parashurambhau 
College, Pune. He is a leading authority 
on the biology of fungi and has authored 
14 books and 5 research papers. He has 
also contributed to video film ‘Dispersal 
of seeds and fruits’ which was screened 
in UGC programme “Country wide 
Classroom.”  

Vinaya Ghate

Plant Taxonomist

an expert taxonomist working with 
the agharkar Research institute, Pune. 
She has published 20 research papers in 
association with Dr. mandar N. Datar. 
She has significant expertise in identifying 
plant species in india.
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